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L I T E PA P E R

Beverly Trees is a resource management game set in the Forest of
Perpetual Party. Players will have to strategically plant trees in order to
generate resources that allow them to improve their land, collect
thousands of more trees, compete in events and evolve their region.
To start playing Beverly Trees, players need a $DNFL (Dance Floor), our
land NFT. These can be bought or rented from another player, allowing
players to play without needing to buy anything from the start. Players
will plant Beverly Tree NFTs ($BTN) to generate resources like $PSAP
(Party Sap), our in-game token.
Lands are attached to regions and each region has a name and a
landmark. As the game progresses, players will be able to compete at
events and accomplish diﬀerent goals in order to improve the region
their land belongs to and get rewarded with our governance token $BTK
(Beverly Tree Kash)
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GAMEPLAY
Beverly Trees is all about optimizing your land to get the best token
generation possible. Players have to strategically plant Beverly Trees
NFTs, connect them and watch the trees dance to generate tokens.

I. Beverly Trees NFTs ($BTN or BT)
Beverly Trees NFTs ($BTN) have to be planted on a plot of land in order
to generate tokens. They start as saplings, a smaller form that needs
time to grow. The time it takes for a sapling to grow is determined by
the rarity of the $BTN.

Modules & rarity
Each $BTN is made of multiple parts and each part has its own rarity
and rarity points that are added up to calculate the rarity of the $BTN.

Modules

Module Rarity Points

• Trunk

• Common: 1pt

• Head

• Uncommon: 2pt

• Treetop

• Rare: 3pt

• Accessory Head

• Epic: 4pt

• Accessory Trunk 1

• Legendary: 5pt

• Accessory Trunk 2
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$BTN Rarity Scale

$BTN Rarity Example:

• Common: 5-7pt

• Trunk: Common (1pt)

• Uncommon: 8-13pt

• Head: Uncommon (2pt)

• Rare: 14-18pt

• Treetop: Legendary (5pt)

• Epic: 19-23pt

• Accessory Head: Uncommon (2pt)

• Legendary: 24 or more pt

• Accessory Trunk 1: Epic (4pt)
• Accessory Trunk 2: Rare (3pt)
• $BTN Rarity points: 17pt
• $BTN Rarity: Rare

Connecting the $BTN
Each $BTN has a connection requirement in order to reach 100% of their
resource output. To connect $BTN, players must place them next to each
other until they are connected to enough trees. Going over the connection
requirement or not reaching the connection requirement aﬀects the
resource output of the $BTN negatively. For each connection the tree is
under or over the requirement, it produces 10% less than the maximum.
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This is an example of how the output of each tree changes depending
on the number of current and required connections. Only 1 of the 4
trees is producing the maximum resources it could produce. This is
considered an ineﬃcient way of placing these particular trees.
Here’s an example on how to plant them in a more eﬃcient way:
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Here, with the same amount of trees and the same connection
requirements, the player is able to plant the $BTN in a way where all of
them are producing at 100% capacity. This is considered a very eﬃcient
way to plant these particular trees, as it also saves a lot of space for
other trees to be planted.
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Buying
$BTN can be acquired from the Beverly Catalog inside the game.
Some $BTN are unlimited, meaning players can buy as many as they
want of that speciﬁc $BTN. Other $BTN have a shared pool, meaning
each time a player buys one, one is taken from the pool, and when the
pool reaches 0, that $BTN is no longer available to purchase, unless
bought from another player on the Marketplace.

Unlocking
For a $BTN to be available for purchase, the player has to unlock it by
creating a Key Pattern on their land. Each $BTN has its own Key Pattern
that the player can check on the Beverly Catalog. This pattern needs to
remain on the land in order for the $BTN to remain available for
purchase, so players need to be mindful when selecting where and
what trees to plant.

Key Pattern to unlock #1001

Beverly Tree #1001

Land Tile

Trees

Rarity

1001
The pattern for Beverly Tree #1001 requires three common trees to be
planted in diagonal in order to be unlocked and available for purchase.
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II. Sound System
$BTN are party trees and they need to dance to music in order to
generate $PSAP. Each land comes with a Sound System that plays music
that players can charge with Solar Energy Cells (in-game item). During
that period, $BTN will dance and begin to generate $PSAP. Once the
Solar Energy Cell is depleted and time is up, the music stops and players
can collect their earnings. The Sound System can be upgraded to
expand its energy capacity, improve visually and increase the
eﬀectiveness of the music. These upgrades are purchased with $PSAP.
Players can claim a free Solar Energy Cell each day. Be sure to use them,
as they don’t stack after you’ve received a certain amount. Additional
ones can be purchased from the store or obtained as rewards from
events.

III. Lands
Renting vs Buying
Lands can be bought or rented from other players in order to play for
free. Owners can rent their lands during a predeﬁned time and for a
certain amount of expected proﬁts.
Each piece of land ($BTLAND) comes with a booster pack of random
Beverly Trees ready to plant. Each land is made of tiles and tiles are
either ready to plant or need to be ﬁxed. Players can heal damaged tiles
by using items called Healing Powder. This can expand the space they
have available to plant trees. Higher rarity lands have a higher amount
of healthy tiles to begin.
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Renting allows players to play for free without having to make an initial
investment on the land. This also gives Landowners the possibility to
make earnings oﬀ their land without having to play the game
themselves.

IV. Map
The map shows the Forest of Perpetual Party, where the Beverly Trees
live. It can be accessed from the website where you can see lands that
are available to buy or rent.

Regions
The map is divided into regions. Players have to choose a region to start
exploring Beverly Trees. This means players can only get lands from the
selected region.
Each region has a landmark, a building in the center that represents the
progress and abundance of the region. As players achieve Region Goals
and win Events, those Landmarks will evolve. With each evolution,
players of that region get $BTK (governance token as a reward). In order
to achieve these goals, players will have to work together towards
common objectives before other regions accomplish them ﬁrst.

Expanding
As time progresses and new players enter the game, the Forest of
Perpetual Party will expand. This means some regions will grow larger
and new ones will be discovered, sometimes even bringing new events
and features into the game.
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V. Events and Region Goals
Every couple of days, the Forest of Perpetual Party will have an event.
These events may have diﬀerent mechanics and special items that have
to be used in order to win. Events are optional, meaning players have to
sign up for them if they want to participate. The names and mechanics
behind each event will be revealed in the future.
Region Goals are achievements that are set for the regions. All players
in the region get rewarded for achieving this goal, with the players that
contribute the most being the ones who get most of the rewards.
In both Region Goals and Events, players can get rewarded with
Consumable Items, $BTK, $PSAP, Decorations and even $BTN,
depending on the Event/Region Goal and how well they do.

VI. Consumable items
Players can acquire diﬀerent items that will allow them to improve the
land, move trees around and charge the Sound System. These items
can be bought from the store in game, bought from another player in
the marketplace or received as a reward from an event/achievement.
There’s no limit on how many of these items can be acquired, but there
is a limit on how many can be held at a time.

List of consumable items and their eﬀects
• Shovel: Move a full grown tree from one tile to another
• Growing Powder: Reduce growing time of a sapling
• Healing Dust: Heal a tile of land
• Solar Cell: Add energy to the Sound System
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VII. Decorations
These allow players to decorate and customize their land as they wish.
Some Decorations can be acquired from shops but others are unique
and players can only get them by winning an Event or achieving certain
Region Goals.

TOKENS
I. Party Sap ($PSAP)
Unlimited in-game token generated when the Sound System is on and
Beverly Trees are dancing. Can be used to purchase the following:

• Beverly Trees
• Decorations
• Consumable Items
• Sound System upgrades

II. Beverly Tree Kash ($BTK)
Governance token. Players get it as a reward for events or by achieving
Region Goals. There’s a limited amount that will be distributed. Can be
used for the following:

• Making suggestions about the project/game
• Voting for new features
• Priority on new content releases
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PLAY TO GROW
Between 2015 and 2020, the rate of deforestation was estimated
at 10 million hectares per year, down from 16 million hectares per
year in the 1990s. We recognize the importance of taking care of
our planet, that’s why the more you play the more we help to support
global reforestation. If you would like to learn more about the state of
forests you can do it https://www.fao.org/state-of-forests/en/
here.
Our main characters are trees, that’s why we thought it was important
to do something that helps our beloved planet. Trees help us ﬁght
climate change, prevent soil erosion and provide homes for nature's
creatures. We’ve partnered with One Tree Planted, and aim to give a
donation for each NFT sale.
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ROADMAP
Q1 2022

✅ Feb - Project launch
✅ Website & Community launch
✅ One tree planted partnership
Q2 2022

✅ Litepaper community feedback
✅ Review comments from community members on litepaper
✅ Litepaper release
PVP gameplay validation & feedback from community
Gameplay video release
Create $BTN NFT ﬁrst collection
Early access NFT sale on OpenSea
Gameplay prototype development
Whitepaper & tokenomics release
Allow list registration
Map to explore Beverly Trees land

Q3 2022
Land NFT presale
Video game PVP trailer release
Beverly Trees NFT presale
Release tokens in DEX
Beverly Trees Marketplace

Q4 2022
Public launch
Video Game early access

Q1 2023
Beverly Trees game release
TBD

